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C
ooking is an enjoyable activity for many children. Parents and child care providers, however, may hesitate to welcome eager

young chefs into the kitchen – anticipating mess, mayhem and unappetizing results. But planning ahead and taking the time

to help children prepare simple recipes is well worth the effort. Cooking is not only fun, it can also be educational. In fact,

cooking helps children develop important skills in a number of areas, including language, science, nutrition, art, sensori-motor

development, socio-emotional development, social studies and mathematics.

Cooking and Learning Together
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investigating the origins of food

physical properties of food

food and temperature changes

how food changes from one state or form to

another

predicting and testing predictions

Science
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ethnic foods

regional food

geography

meaning of food in different cultures

Social Studies
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balance

aesthetic development

awareness of colour, form, texture, shape

Art
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numbers, fractions

ordering

classifying

measuring

developing spatial concepts

Mathematics
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taking turns, sharing

feeling of competence

sense of independence

respect for other’s work

trying new experiences

Socio-emotional Development
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taste and smell differentiation

touch and food texture, size

sight and food appearance

small muscle coordination (chopping, stirring)

large muscle coordination (kneading, mixing)

Sensori-Motor Development
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reading recipes

asking questions

learning new vocabulary

writing and recording

following written and verbal instructions

Language
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trying new and unusual foods

learning about Canada’s Food Guide

developing positive attitudes about nutrition

planning a healthy meal or snack

Nutrition


